HIGHWAYS AND FOOTPATHS REPORT
TO SALHOUSE PARISH COUNCIL MEETING 6th January 2019
Footpaths Warden’s Report – as at 29th December 2019
Footpath 15 - A branch has come down and someone has moved it to one side. A considerable
amount is still overhanging the path that needs dealing with.
Footpath 1 - Bears grove. Good.
Footpath 4 - Path still not marked out and all way markers need to be more visible so that anyone
walking the path follows the correct route and does not stray, trampling on the crops
unnecessarily.
Footpath 5 - Good.
Footpath 7 - Still narrower than previously, still need gate or some such at west end of path to
hinder youths on motorcycles.
Footpath 8 - Barbed wire on the fence, accident waiting to happen. Vicarage Rd style still
collapsed. Once again, I request that it be replaced with a kissing gate.
Footpath 11 - Broken fencing getting untidy. Overhanging ivy needs cutting now as it has finished
flowering which is causing the path to become very muddy.
Footpath 12 - Not walked this month from the road at the church looks ok.
Footpath 14 - Not walked this path this month so nothing to add.
Wroxham path Footpath 4 - Not walked this month so cannot comment on muddy patch.
Piggy path. Still got the big puddle at the bottom.
BR3 - Good.
Other - Concrete manhole cover situated 10m west of Jubilee Hall on the pavement of Lower St
belonging to “post office telecommunications” seems to have been simply replaced with another.
The frame is bent so the cover is not stable.
Entrance to top end of Cheney Ave through style dipped producing a very deep unlit puddle when
it has been raining.
Nick Ball
~~~
Highway Issues (under investigation):
Wood Green industrial estate traffic – ongoing
Village Sign – under investigation for repainting/restoration.
Parishioner request – to investigate installing lighting at bus shelters along Norwich Road
Parishioner complaint – Electrified fencing FP14

